BBA PRINCIPAL AND FIU PROFESSOR CLAUDIA BUSCH TO SPEAK AT
“ULI EXPLORES ART, ARCHITECTURE AND CULTURE” PANEL IN WYNWOOD
MIAMI, Jan. 15, 2016 — Berenblum Busch Architecture (BBA), an architecture, planning and
interior design firm, today announced that principal Claudia Busch will join a panel of selected
architecture and design experts in “Urban Land Institute’s (ULI) Explores Art, Architecture and Culture in
Miami” discussion at M Building in Wynwood, Miami, on January 21, 2016.
At this event, local leaders will explore how art, culture, and architecture are helping Miami
position itself as a global leader and how their innovations are positioning Miami as an emerging 21st
century city. Key questions that will be addressed include: How are today's architects, artists, and
designers incorporating our diverse culture and local heritage into our city? And what pathways do new
projects use to renew and redevelop the urban fabric around them to give the city new vitality?
Claudia Busch has worked alongside many worldwide architects, including Zaha Hadid in
London, Richard Meier and Bernard Tschumi in New York. A well-known designer and educator with
broad experience in hospitality, residential, interior design and master planning, Claudia has received
numerous awards such as an honorable mention from the American Institute of Architects (AIA), a first
prize in a furniture design competition and a BDA Prize in Germany. Her architecture and masterplanning projects have been exhibited in Italy, Spain, Austria, Chile and Germany.
About BBA
Berenblum Busch Architecture (BBA) is an international architecture, planning and interior design firm
founded in Miami by Gustavo Berenblum and Claudia Busch, two award-winning international design
innovators with more than 40 years of combined experience. The firm’s multi-faceted practice includes
commercial, residential, transportation and education projects. BBA’s worldwide practice was built on the
belief that through a balanced analytical approach, a commitment to design and a collaborative process,
sophisticated projects are crafted that improve the way we live, play and work. For more information about
BBA, visit www.bbamiami.com.
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